3 RIGGING POINTS
HAND WINCH FOR SCREEN RIGGING
MAXIMUM LOAD 500LB ACROSS POINTS
+25'5" OVER STAGE
MAXIMUM TRUSS LENGTH OF 40' BETWEEN THESE TWO POINTS
+42'4" OVER STAGE
REMOVE PARACAN
+42' OVER STAGE
REMOVE PARACAN
+41'2" OVER STAGE
REMOVE PARACAN
+38'4" OVER STAGE
REMOVE PARACAN
+35' OVER STAGE
REMOVE PARACAN

SPEAKERS SLOT FOR FLOWN
+39'3" OVER STAGE
+32'7" OVER STAGE

OVER HOUSE SETTING (ROW B)
58'6" OVER STAGE
47' 6" OVER STAGE
47' 6" OVER STAGE
+43'4" OVER STAGE
+32'7" OVER STAGE

NOTES

Scale 1/4" to 1'
Date Drawn 08/09/2004

Venue
Hill Auditorium
Hill Stage with Rigging